[Physiologic analysis of the process of breaking down a sensory experience in children "choosing according to a model"].
The process of elaborating reactions of "choice on model" was studied in children in the fourth year of their life in conditions when the degree in similarity of a relevant figure with the model was diminishing from the first stage of learning to the third, while the degree of difference from the irrelevant figure model remained unchanged. Children easily learned to choose on model even if the relevant figure coincided with it only in one parameter and differed in two others. The elaboration of correct solution of the tasks was the most difficult when the relevant figure coincided with the model in size. Characteristics of the course of conditioning to colour and shape were practically identical, but higher than those for size. It is assumed that reaction of choice on model is based on reinforcement of the identity relation between the model and one of the figures to be chosen. If this relation is reinforced only in one of the three channels (colour, shape, size) of processing of information on different properties of the objects, then differentiations are formed.